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When I tell any Truth, it is not for the sake of Convincing those who do not know it, but for the sake of defending those that do.

—William Blake

It is because they are compelled to act without a reliable picture of the world, that governments, schools, newspapers and churches make such small headway against the more obvious failings of democracy, against violence, prejudice, apathy, preference for the curious trivial as against the dull important, and the hunger for sideshows and three legged calves.

—Walter Lippmann in 1922
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When he had finished looking over the manuscript of my last book, *The Rise of the Blogosphere*, Dan Harmon, my editor at Praeger, felt that he only had half the story. What I’d given him was a history, the backgrounds in American journalism leading up to the blogs—but with little on the blogs themselves. I think he felt a little cheated. Though he did like the book, he wanted more.

What Dan had been hoping for was something that also explored the blogs as they have become today—but that, we soon agreed, was too much to try to add to the one book. Another book was needed, a different one and with a new focus, a book on what the blogs are doing today, and why.

With that in mind, I began this project, which I first envisioned as simply a look at the blogs as they were in 2007. But, as usual, I was drawn to the past, for I cannot see the blogs or any aspect of any culture existing alone simply as part of a particular time. Therefore, though I have kept my look at the blogs fairly focused on what is going on as I write, my search for understanding often takes me back to earlier times.

It is impossible to cover all of the blogosphere. It is too big, too dynamic, and too responsive to change for anyone to say much about it beyond “this is what I found in this particular place at that particular time.”
In fact, the blogosphere is way too big for even a brief survey in any one book. For that reason, I have limited my examinations in a number of ways, many of which will become apparent as one reads the book (the only blogging community I really provide any sort of portrait of, for example, is that of Christian bloggers).

One of the areas I have avoided is that of the big commercial blogs. Even many of the small blogs, these days, do make a little money out of advertising, but it isn’t much. Some of the larger blogs, however, are commercial enterprises from start to finish. I do mention MySpace and Facebook in passing (while making distinctions between social-networking blogs and those dedicated to extant, offline communities, for example), but do not delve into them. The intersection between the blogs and commerce, fascinating though it is, still has not shaken itself out into a form that I am comfortable drawing conclusions on. That, I think, will not happen for a couple of years.

In addition, the commercial blogs operate on premises different from those of the individual. Though I do look at ChronCommons.com, part of the online presence of the Houston Chronicle, in relation to place-based citizen journalism, I do not really explore the blogs that have become such important parts of commercial news media entities in general. These deserve a book or two by themselves, preferably by someone with a background in both journalism and business.

The blogs have also become much more of an important part of the online presence of businesses in general. They can be used to generate interest in product roll-out, for complaints, and for all sorts of other discussions relating to products as they are, as they have been, and as they may be. Because blogs are not so tied to temporal immediacy and sequence, they are beginning to replace the phone connection between the business and its customers. No more waiting on hold! Simply place a query on the blog, and a response will come. This has advantages even over email, for its public nature proves useful to both the business (it doesn’t have to repeat the same thing endlessly) and the user (who may just be able to find their answer through a search of the blog).

The focus in this book is on that most notorious aspect of the blogosphere, the personal blog. To me, these blogs are the most interesting, for they show an aspect of individual relations to technology that could not really be seen until the advent of the World Wide Web and the rise of the blogs. If the blogs are changing our culture, it is because of the individual bloggers, not because of the other uses that have been found for the blogs, no matter how fascinating these may prove to be. If nothing else, the blogs are changing our relationships with technology, making them more personal and active than ever before—in the political realm, certainly, but elsewhere as well.

Chapter 1 presents a background for understanding the blogs in terms of political discussion and language, using the work of Jurgen Habermas, B. F.
Skinner, and Walter Ong as a background to understanding just what is going on in terms of the blogs and the Web. It is here that I talk of neteracy, a new set of skills that do not replace literacy, but that will be increasingly necessary as more and more human activities acquire Web-connected aspects.

Neteracy is more than skills, carrying with it an entirely new set of attitudes towards ownership of the items carried by the new communications media. While copyright and patent regulations are revised to cover the Web, they still reflect older ideas of protection and rights, ideas that are already clashing with what is becoming standard usage on the Web. It will be a long time before this conflict is resolved, for each side has strong arguments in its favor.

The second chapter presents the blogs in the larger American society and as they are seen by those who are not directly involved in them, either as writer or as reader. Because of their high visibility in the media (and their impact on political discussion), the blogs fall victim to descriptions that often have little to do with their reality. Some of these descriptions arise from those who feel threatened by the blogs and the Web, though the truth of the matter is that the Web doesn't really increase the danger to anyone on its own.

In chapter 3, I discuss the blogs from a view within the blogosphere, trying to capture just how the bloggers see their relationships to the wider communities around them. Bloggers don't view themselves as entering a virtual world when they write, but simply as the utilizers of a new set of tools for dealing with situations in the “real” world. On the other hand, their imagined expansionism sometimes is little more than a new way to talk to the same type of people they would be talking to anyway, the expansion being only in number and not in type. This does not mean, however, that the blogs do not have impact—they have, and will continue to—simply that it will rarely be in converting an audience to the blogger's belief.

Also in this chapter is discussion of the fact that no blog exists alone—that is, each is part of a greater conversation that includes comments, links, and other blogs (among other things). The blogger creates no discrete work, but adds to conversations already in progress.

As a great deal of discussion concerning the blogs has focused on their impact on journalism and politics, chapter 4 presents a picture of just how those interact. Professional journalism certainly is not going to die as a result of the blogs, but it will not remain the same as it has been for the last several decades. The same is true of politics.

What is happening through the blogs, for both politics and journalism, is the carving out of a new place in the universe of organization and authority. Over the past century and more, both have become increasingly hierarchical, top-down. The blogs, much more egalitarian in focus, are forcing recognition that the old model of organization will no longer suffice, that there needs to be a way of encompassing individual ideas and initiatives while not giving up all control. This is a process that is probably still in its early days, and the
tensions between the “grass roots” of the blogs and the established journalists and politicians have yet to be completely resolved—if they will be at all.

In chapter 5, I focus on communications technology in popular culture (with an eye on the blogs), comparing the views of fifty years ago with the situation today. At that time, communications technology (outside of the telephone) was primarily one-way, coming from a centralized point of creation and dissemination to members of a public that were seen as little more than passive receptacles. Today, of course, those same individual audience members have become part of the creative process, taking more and more power each year.

Finally, in chapter 6, I present a survey of one blogging community, that of Christian bloggers. In some respects no different from other blogging communities, this one shows great breadth and depth, along with a great desire to use the blogs for personal and community growth.

The importance of what is happening in the blogosphere was brought home to me just as I was finishing this book, when I ran across a post on the blog of Andrew Keen, a critic of the blogs who blogs himself. After participating in an online panel, Keen wrote:

I learned that blogs are boring. I learned that we need to get beyond arguing about blogs versus The New York Times.... But all anyone wants to discuss, it seems, is the well trodden terrain of bloggers versus traditional news reporters.

Enough of blogs and enough of bloggers! It’s bad enough that there are 70 million of them out there, littering the Internet with fast breaking news about what their authors ate for breakfast. But blogs are just one piece in the digital media revolution. They are boring to write (yawn), boring to read (yawn) and boring to discuss (yawn).

What I really want to discuss is the impact of Web 2.0 on truth, education, memory and power. I want to debate the increasingly Orwellian role of Google in our information economy. I want to talk about the way in which the Internet has unleashed a plague of pornography, gambling and intellectual dishonesty on our youth. I want to discuss the future of the book.1

Enough? Let us tease apart what Keen is saying to see if there is any substance there:

First, he assumes a rivalry between the blogs and The New York Times that no one cares about any longer. “Been there, done that,” he seems to be saying regarding the tensions between bloggers and commercial news-media entities. But he does not seem to recognize that the debate has been a good one for our American public sphere, that the boundaries of journalism have been expanding, and that we are developing new means of research, information retrieval, and debate that are, as yet, not fully formed. What seems to him “well trodden terrain” is really just preamble to a new type of journalism not based at all on an either/or between the amateur and the professional but on a
melding of the particular possibilities each brings to news gathering, analysis, and distribution.

It is easy to disparage something (especially something new) through undemanding stereotypes and the simplistic conceptions presented by a commercial news media that looks for the quick and easy phrase for encapsulating any new phenomenon. The pajama'd blogger writing of cereal bowls is as rare as the image is common—and would only be an example (and a poor one, at that) of one type of blogger out of many, the social networker. Most bloggers have a point to make, something to say to a group wider than friends, family, and colleagues.

Though many blogs are bad, poorly written and researched, and often thoughtless, they are never boring. If they create a yawn, the cause is probably inside the yawners. As our mothers told us when we were young and complained of being bored, “Use your imagination! Boredom is your responsibility; it comes from within you. Find something to do, and do it.” A blog is boring to write only if you haven’t explored yourself carefully enough to find something to say, then explored outside, to see what others have said. A blog is boring to read only if you think you’ve found all the answers already, and won’t discover anything new. A blog is boring to discuss only if you aren’t open to discovery and new ways of approaching a topic. A blog is only as boring as any piece of writing.

I would argue that there’s a subtext in calling the blogs boring, and that is belief that there’s an elitism to knowledge. The only ones who really “know” are those with the certification from the establishment. The blogs, with so many millions coming at almost any topic from so many different levels of skill and knowledge, are always going to be difficult to plow through, but any worthwhile search is difficult, taking diligence and patience. They are only boring if you believe nothing will really be found there.

If Keen wants to discuss “truth, justice, and the American way” in terms of Web 2.0, adding in “education, memory, and power,” he certainly can do so. He could quickly come across statements like this about Web 2.0: “In the early days the web was a static medium. Early web shops were like a shop front or foyer leading to vast operations out back. In contrast, web 2.0 is about fluidity and change; the web itself is the business.” The implications of this statement on education and memory are tremendous. Or he might find this: “The open source dictum, ‘release early and release often’ in fact has morphed into an even more radical position, ‘the perpetual beta,’ in which the product is developed in the open, with new features slipstreamed in on a monthly, weekly, or even daily basis.” The implications here, too, are extensive, on truth and power and on much more. Want to discuss Google and Orwell? Out of the thousands of posts discussing both, you will find many asking if Google really springs from Orwell’s imaginings in 1984: “Google’s motto is ‘Don’t be Evil’ but its ubiquitous presence on the Internet is near
monopolistic and history has shown that monopolies, whether government-sponsored or private enterprise do not have a good track record.”

If Keen wants discussion on the Web that’s not boring, he need only Google himself and his book *The Cult of the Amateur: How Today’s Internet Is Killing Our Culture*. The day after its release on June 5, 2007, there were already several hundred blogs that had written on it. Much of it was negative and dismissive, with the reactions, at their best, being on the level of this, addressed, really, to Keen:

As the wise Heraclitus once wrote, “much information does not teach wisdom.”

So do not be afraid of much information. Or much mess for that matter.

It’s a sign of a healthy culture.

Free presses are messy. They are supposed to be. Democracy is messy. They are also supposed to be. It is fine, in fact it is healthy to have lots and lots and lots of voices, as opposed to a few state controlled or corporate controlled “voices of truth.”

As Justice Louis Brandeis wrote, the answer to bad free speech is more free speech.

Not exactly boring, uneducated, or referencing breakfast.

Clearly, countering someone like Keen concerning the blogs is like shooting a gnat with a cannon—if the conversation continues online. But, as Wired’s Jeff Howe writes, Keen isn’t really addressing the blogosphere: “Keen’s arguments will sound mightily persuasive to a significant constituency who do believe the Internet is primarily a repository of porn, spam and corrosive amateurism. Failing to recognize that the choir to which Keen preaches might just be larger than our own congregation is an arrogant, and potentially irreversible blunder. While Web 2.0 insiders might love to hate Keen, many in the world at large will love to love him.”

One purpose of this book of mine, though most of it was written before Keen’s book appeared, is to bring discussion of the blogosphere to those who might not be in the choir Howe refers to. Though there is much here that might be of interest to those of us perfectly comfortable online, I want to expand the universe of discourse to include everyone in America and everywhere else where the blogs have become an important force. One of my main points is that there is no real divide between “reality” and “virtuality,” and so I don’t want to address people as if they are so divided in their interests and possible knowledge.

Keen’s premise, that the Internet is killing “our” culture, is paltry in its implied conception of knowledge and culture, containing within it the same logical fallacy behind the argument that increased literacy weakens culture, for it lowers the average level of knowledge and skill among the literate. Neither
argument recognizes that expansion does not actually make the people counted stupider or less learned—it simply brings more people into the equation. The Internet does not limit culture. On the contrary, it expands it by increasing possibilities.

One of the bloggers quoted previously references Brandeis on the fact that the way to counter bad speech is not to limit speech, but to increase it. The same holds true for other aspects of our culture—as this book, I hope, demonstrates.
Any understanding of the blogs becomes more fulsome when it includes a little background in language and culture, for blogs are not simply a function or result of the technology that distributes them. Nor are they merely a new trash pit, a place for all the detritus of human thought that amounted to nothing and had previously been hidden from sight. Internet development may have unleashed them, but blogs are also a new and original cultural phenomenon, reflecting more the changes and needs in society than simple realization of technological possibility.

For the purposes of this introductory chapter, I’ve chosen to provide a little of the cultural background that has led to the rise of the blogosphere through
glimpses (along with other discussions) at the thoughts of three twentieth-century scholars, Jürgen Habermas, B. F. Skinner, and Walter Ong. Other thinkers could be used as easily, but these three connect neatly and together cover a great deal of the relevant ground. Through a look at them, it should be clear that the blogs are not only changing our cultural landscape, but that the direction may be much more positive than many have assumed. Each scholar has a unique perspective, yet, taken as a trio, they provide a context for effective understanding of the contemporary communications revolution in its cultural, though not its technological (that is another topic completely), aspects. Because the subtitle of this book, “The New Public Sphere,” is taken from a phrase Habermas created, I will start with his work.

In *The Structural Transformation of the Public Sphere*, Habermas describes and defines the “public sphere” through an examination of cultural shifts and developments in eighteenth-century Europe when, he argues, the public sphere first developed. Though the public sphere, as he claims, has been tremendously constricted since, his definition stands today: “The bourgeois public sphere may be conceived above all as the sphere of private people coming together as a public; they soon claimed the public sphere regulated from above against the public authorities themselves, to engage them in a debate over the general rules governing relations in the basically privatized but publicly relevant sphere of commodity exchange and social labor.” Habermas illustrates what he means through a chart:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Private Realm</th>
<th>Sphere of Public Authority</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Civil society (realm of commodity exchange and social labor)</td>
<td>Public sphere in the political realm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Public sphere in the world of letters (clubs, press)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conjugal family’s internal space (bourgeois intellectuals)</td>
<td>“Town” (market of culture products)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The public sphere exists within a tension between what might be called “private” or “familial” or “personal” authority (what I will call, later in this book, the horizontal) and public authority (which I look upon as the vertical)—once the private has gained a certain parity with the public. It covers matters of politics, the arts, and commerce—or about all that might fall under the rubric “culture,”—and it is where, today, the blogs reside. The weakness of the public sphere is that it is protected only by the will of the public and not by any institutional structures. The First Amendment to the U.S. Constitution, for example, doesn’t guarantee a public sphere; it merely protects it from government interference.
As Habermas reiterates throughout his book, the public sphere, though it may have evolved out of the tensions between states and society, remains firmly within the “private realm.” Governments could not and did not protect the public sphere as commercial forces grew to dominate western societies. Yet the private sphere could have evolved “into a sphere of private autonomy only to the degree to which it became emancipated from mercantilist regulation.” This is a central conundrum of the public sphere: it can’t be a creature of government, but it needs government if it is to exist at all.

Left pretty much to its own devices, over the course of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, the “public sphere in the private world of letters was replaced by the pseudo-public or sham-private world of cultural consumption.” In the United States, this was most noticeable in the growth of centralized communications media that eventually took control of the public sphere, leaving much of the public only as passive observers of actions on a commercial stage. “When the laws of the market governing the sphere of commodity exchange and of social labor also pervaded the sphere reserved for private people as a public, rational-critical debate had a tendency to be replaced by consumption, and the web of public communication unraveled into acts of individual reception, however uniform in mode.” Possibly, the advent of the blogs, a free, easily used, and accessible venue for public discussion, is changing that, technology acting as a buffer (temporarily, at least) against public-sphere domination by commercial forces and even allowing it to be opened up again. It is too early in the life of the blogosphere to assess that absolutely, but that does seem to be the current direction. However it may prove, Habermas’s examination of the constriction of the public sphere in the past provides the basis for my argument, made elsewhere, that the taking back of the public sphere through the blogs is, in some respects, nothing more than a return to the type of debate and journalism practiced in the United States before the tremendous growth of the commercial news media starting in the 1840s.

Beyond that, what exactly is this “public sphere”? In discussing eighteenth-century coffeehouses and other nodes of the growing public sphere, Habermas identifies three “institutional criteria” that can also apply to the modern public sphere:

1. **First**, they preserved a kind of social intercourse that, far from presupposing the equality of status, disregarded status altogether.

2. Just so, status (professional or otherwise) doesn’t matter on the blogs—not, at least, in terms of access. Reputation, of course, is as important on the blogs as it is elsewhere, but status coming into the blogs can only take one so far. Blogs operate through the words on the screen, and these become the movers of judgment, all supposedly equal, though there are plenty of means of heightening their exposure, most requiring either money or extensive work within...
the blogosphere but outside of the particular blog (commenting on other blogs, providing links, manipulating search-engine searches, etc.).

Well-known politicians may post on a group blog such as Daily Kos, but their posts will look like any other, and commenters will react to them in a manner not far removed from how they react to any other poster. The fact of expertise established outside of the blogs (possession of a Ph.D., for example) is always trumped by expertise demonstrated through the blogs. The “democratization” of discussion broadens debate far beyond what can be found in traditional news media, where the only venue for most people’s expression is a letters-to-the-editor ghetto. Were a group blog like Daily Kos a newspaper, it would have a front page of featured opinion pieces, a body of nothing but letters-to-the-editor, and a reference section consisting of things like AP wire stories.

Secondly, discussion within such a public presupposed the problematization of areas that until then had not been questioned. The domain of “common concerns” which was the object of public critical attention remained a preserve in which church and state authorities had the monopoly of interpretation. To the degree, however, to which philosophical and literary works and works of art in general were produced for the market and distributed through it [they, and the ideas contained, became] … in principle generally accessible.8

Discourse in the late twentieth century tended to fall more and more to chosen pairings of disparate views, generally represented by figures raised from and by the news media. Before the blogs, these were on the way to becoming the representatives of a new authority, one representing the state but provided through commercial venues. The blogs are an overt rejection of this trend, an unconscious attempt to bring discussion back under popular (and not centralized) control.

In addition, before the blogs, the topics for debate, more and more frequently, were brought to the public rather than arising from the people. In the blogosphere, stories arising through popular interest and exploration, called “crowdsourced” by Wired magazine’s Jeff Howe and journalism scholar Jay Rosen9 (whose “Assignment Zero” is an attempt to experiment with crowdsourcing and provide it the framework of professional support that he believes will help sustain it), develop cohesion and popular interest together, providing the sense of drama sometimes lacking in stories force-fed to the public by the commercial and professional news media.

Thirdly, the same process that converted culture into a commodity (and in this fashion constituted it as a culture that could become an object of discussion to begin with) established the public as in principle inclusive.10

The very nature of commerce makes it nearly impossible, at this point, for political or economic forces to curtail the blogs. When culture has become
commodity, and a commodity becomes the vehicle for unfettered public discussion of culture, it is difficult to restrict that discussion to a privileged few. Once that genie is let out of the bottle, it is extremely difficult to get him back in. Future restrictions on the Internet by government regulators may allow commercial forces greater advantage on the Web than they now enjoy, but the Web has taken “commodity” in new directions, decentralizing it, making it something more open to action, and not simply reception, on the part of the public. Mass media, in a sense, has now become “massed” media—and will remain that for the foreseeable future.

What the blogs have managed to do, in some respects, is re-establish the public sphere much in the way that the coffeehouses, salons, broadsheets, and pamphlets (and more) first established it three hundred years ago. As its critics emphasize, beyond technological manifestations, it could be argued that there is little in the blogosphere that is really new. Blogs may carry debate (debate that may have been stifled, but debate in the public sphere, nonetheless) to a new venue, but there is nothing revolutionary in what the blogs are doing.

Aggressively cultural in orientation (and covering the entire spectrum from the private to the public on Habermas’s chart), the blogs, significantly, have little resemblance to the MMO (Massively Multiplayer Online) games that have also attained a certain degree of popularity online over the past few years, games that establish online worlds that are aggressively distinct from the “real” one. Though many of those most passionate about the online “world” of Second Life resist the idea that it may be an MMO (it lacks much of the structure, particularly the iron-clad hierarchy, of games) it does, like the games, create a fictional world, and activity centers on that world in a way that may prove unlike anything we have seen before, making it (possibly) quite revolutionary, and making it worth noting in a discussion of the blogs—if for no other reason than to make a distinction.

As Philip Rosedale, founder and chief executive of Linden Lab, the producer of Second Life, sees it:

Second Life competes in many ways with the real world, offering better ways to collaborate, meet people and build things. In the past few months 4,000 IBMers have flooded into Second Life to brainstorm, hold meetings for workers dispersed around the globe and prototype new shopping experiences for customers. Starwood Hotels tried out its upcoming Aloft hotels by building one in Second Life and hosting virtual parties where “guests” wandered through the hotel and gave design feedback. Most inspiring, thousands of people from all over the world are making a secondary income, creating businesses and selling things in Second Life with no more required of them than their own ingenuity and a PC.11

The blogs, on the other hand, don’t move into any completely new arena, certainly never competing with the real world. They don’t want to focus on
something like the real world, but on the real world itself, even though the very venue for discussion they establish is often seen as “virtual.”

The communities associated with the blogs do not, for the most part, arise through the blogs, though they are facilitated by them. As tools for participation in the reinvigorated public sphere, the blogs do not fit well into any model that effectively removes itself from direct public-sphere participation—and the MMOs do just that, though Second Life does style itself in such a way that its activities can be said to provide an entrance back into the “real” world. If anything, however, it creates a new and separate (and essentially fictional and restricted) public sphere rather than providing an amplification of the public sphere of the quotidian world.

Current interest in the possibilities of Second Life is based on the possibility that an ersatz Web world can (and does) exist, and that it need not have clear correlation to quotidian reality in order to be of real value to the people who utilize it. Its proponents see Second Life as, among other things, a petri dish for examining aspects of “real” life in isolation, as experiment. The Second Life Web site describes it:

Second Life is a 3-D virtual world entirely built and owned by its residents. Since opening to the public in 2003, it has grown explosively …

- From the moment you enter the World you’ll discover a vast digital continent, teeming with people, entertainment, experiences and opportunity. Once you’ve explored a bit, perhaps you’ll find a perfect parcel of land to build your house or business.
- You’ll also be surrounded by the Creations of your fellow residents. Because residents retain the rights to their digital creations, they can buy, sell and trade with other residents.
- The Marketplace currently supports millions of US dollars in monthly transactions.

Though Second Life currency can be exchanged for U.S. dollars in certain circumstances, the “world” is almost entirely “removed” from offline reality. For example, threats in it would pertain (in theory) only to that world; people who might be vicious rivals “there” could be best friends “here.”

Proponents of Second Life or of platforms of similar concept believe that the “avatar” and the “visual” online world will take over from the current word-based model (where sound and image are relative adjuncts) as the standard for the Web—which would move blogs into an entirely new “place” altogether, something even beyond the “vlogs” (or video blogs). The idea behind this may be that the virtual world is easier to negotiate when analogous to, but distinct from, the “real” world rather than when seen as an extension of non-Web ways for understanding. The problem is that nonvisual means of
learning about the world were developed precisely because they mediate between the world and the way the human mind works and not because they mimic the “real” world. As Second Life apes the “world,” though in a somewhat cartoonish fashion, and provides a mask for the individual, it may well prove to be more a barrier than a mediator, providing unneeded obstacles rather than helpful bridges.

A lack of “real”-world grounding can have other consequences, as the science-fiction writer Philip K. Dick pointed out in a speech in 1978: “Fake realities will create fake humans. Or, fake humans will generate fake realities and then sell them to other humans, turning them, eventually, into forgeries of themselves. So we wind up with fake humans inventing fake realities and then peddling them to other fake humans.” Start making a “meta” world, and you open the door to all sorts of problems, taking one down a rabbit hole with a technological Alice. Dick describes what it could be like:

I once wrote a story [“The Electric Ant”] about a man who was injured and taken to a hospital. When they began surgery on him, they discovered that he was an android, not a human, but that he did not know it. They had to break the news to him. Almost at once, Mr. Garson Poole discovered that his reality consisted of punched tape passing from reel to reel in his chest. Fascinated, he began to fill in some of the punched holes and add new ones. Immediately, his world changed. A flock of ducks flew through the room when he punched one new hole in the tape. Finally he cut the tape entirely, whereupon the world disappeared. However, it also disappeared for the other characters in the story … which makes no sense, if you think about it. Unless the other characters were figments of his punched-tape fantasy. Which I guess is what they were.14

Second Life promotes itself as “Your world. Your imagination,” and its proponents sometimes imagine that all of us will one day have an “avatar,” “your persona in the virtual world.” That virtual world becomes a place, a destination. Yet, as such a “place” it becomes immediately suspect. Mark Poster describes it:

Virtual reality is a computer-generated “place” which is “viewed” by the participant through “goggles” but which responds to stimuli from the participant or participants. A participant may “walk” through a house that is being designed for him or her to get a feel for it before it is built. Or s/he may “walk” through a “museum” or “city” whose paintings or streets are computer-generated but the position of the individual is relative to their actual movement, not to a predetermined, computer program or “movie.” In addition, more than one individual may experience the same virtual
reality at the same time, with both persons’ “movements” affecting the same “space.” What is more, these individuals need not be in the same physical location but may be communicating information to the computer from distant points through modems. Further “movements” in virtual reality are not quite the same as movements in “old reality”: for example, one can fly or go through walls since the material constraints of earth need not apply. While still in their infancy, virtual reality programs attest to the increasing “duplication,” if I may use this term, of reality by technology. But the duplication incurs an alternation: virtual realities are fanciful imaginings that, in their difference from real reality, evoke play and discovery, instituting a new level of imagination. Virtual reality takes the imaginary of the word and the imaginary of the film or video image one step farther by placing the individual “inside” alternative worlds. By directly tinkering with reality, a simulational practice is set in place which alters forever the conditions under which the identity of the self is formed.

Already transitional forms of virtual reality are in use on the Internet…. As a result, a quasi-virtual reality is created by the players. What is more each player adopts a fictional role that may be different from their actual gender and indeed this gender may change in the course of the game, drastically calling into question the gender system of the dominant culture as a fixed binary. At least during the fictional game, individuals explore imaginary subject positions while in communication with others…. One participant argues that continuous participation in the game leads to a sense of involvement that is somewhere between ordinary reality and fiction. The effect of new media such as the Internet and virtual reality, then, is to multiply the kinds of “realities” one encounters in society.17

As I have said, its enthusiasts often feel that the concepts and manifestations of Second Life will expand to cover the entirety of the online world, that all of us will have “avatars” that we use in our online existences. But it doesn’t satisfy: we do not want to be Garson Pooles, even in our imagination; most of us want single identities—and want them in a world we can have confidence in. In Piers Anthony’s science-fiction novel Macroscope, one character is able to create another, who he then “allows” to occupy “their” body. That character only agrees to this because he has committed so awful a crime that his own existence (access to the body) is forfeited—and his creation becomes the controller. Outside of what are clearly “game” situations, few of us want a second existence in any real way; for all our flaws, we want to remain essentially as we are, not as we might imagine in our fantasies. Yet Second Life makes it all but impossible for any but celebrities to develop an “avatar” that directly reflects their “real” existence on the assumption that we would rather be represented by an idealized being than by ourselves. One has to be someone else in Second Life, a barrier that, at least for now, I suspect, will keep out of the experiment
• click **Two Serpents Rise (Craft Sequence, Book 2)**
• **Savage Season (Hap and Leonard, Book 1)** for free
• **Painted Fans of Japan: 15 Noh Drama Masterpieces here**
• read **Basic Italian: A Grammar and Workbook (Italian and English Edition)**